
CERTIFYING STAFF CAT B1/B2 (m/f/d)

 

Do you want to become part of the most international company in the world? A company that operates in more
countries than any other and has been paving the way for international express deliveries since 1969? Do you
want to make a difference? Then join our team, which is dedicated to absolute customer orientation. For more
information about European Air Transport, please visit: eat-in-leipzig.dhl.

European Air Transport Leipzig GmbH (EAT) is a subsidiary of Deutsche Post DHL Group. We are both a
maintenance operation and a cargo airline, currently responsible for the aircraft maintenance of 32 Airbus
A300-600, 5 Airbus A330, 32 Boeing B757, 26 Boeing B767, and 24 Boeing B777 at locations in Leipzig,
Frankfurt, Cologne, and across Europe. Are you as passionate about aircraft as we are? With us, you ensure that
our planes can move their cargo around the world punctually and safely.

YOUR TASKS

We are looking for motivated and responsible Aircraft Mechanics and Avionics Technicians CAT B1 and CAT B2
(m/f/d). Do you possess a valid EASA license as CAT B1 or CAT B2 and cover at least one of our aircraft? Then
join our team! The following tasks await you:

Performing maintenance and servicing work as Certifying Staff CAT-B1 or Certifying Staff CAT-B2
Control and documentation of performed repair and maintenance work
Troubleshooting and fault correction through replacement and repair of defective components
Installation of new components
Testing and release of aircraft after maintenance work within the specified internal qualifications
Documentation of performed work

WHAT YOU BRING

Completed vocational training as an Aircraft Mechanic in the areas of maintenance or engine technology
Certifying Staff license according to EASA Part-66 in category B1 or B2
Type Rating with relevant professional experience for one of our aircraft
Precise and conscientious work
Ability to make decisions
Good English language skills
Willingness to work in a shift system

 

https://www.logistics.dhl/de-de/home/about-us/dhl-hub-leipzig/eat.html


WHAT WE OFFER

 

Working at a Great Place to Work® for the globally most awarded TOP employer 2023
An exciting and challenging task in an international work environment with a tangible corporate culture
Modern facilities with growing structures
Permanent position with job security
Development opportunities
Thorough and comprehensive introduction to the DHL Express world, including initial training
Company-wide employee initiatives, discounts, and offers
Affordable job ticket for buses and trains
24-hour employee canteen and free beverage supply
Collective agreement-based salary with potential for increases, plus night shift, weekend, and holiday
allowances
Job bike including e-bikes
Free bus transfer between Schkeuditz S-Bahn station and EAT Leipzig GmbH

Provisions and health programs

 

JOIN OUR TEAM

If you feel addressed, we look forward to receiving your meaningful application documents through our online
system. Your contact person is Manfred Krause, reachable at +49 (0) 40 484049-150.

 

CONNECTING PEOPLE. IMPROVING LIVES.
#dhl #express #logistics #job #leipzig
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